
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HHOOMMOOPPHHOONNEESS  
BORED-BOARD 

BREAK-BRAKE 

ROUTE-ROOT 

CEREAL-SERIAL 

FLEW-FLU 

PASSED-PAST 

HEAR-HERE 

KNEW-NEW 

weıght-waıt 

 STRAIGHT-STRAIT 

SURE-SHORE 

WEIGH-WAY 

WHOLE-HOLE 

who's-whose 

ate-eıght 

see-sea 

cent-sent 

hour-our 

know-no 

knows-nose 

right-wrıte 

some-sum 

son-sun 

flour-flower 

knıght-nıght 

 

Read the sentences below and fill in the 

blanks using the correct words on the left 

If you are ____ , watch a film. / The teacher wrote something on the ____ . 

You should ____ if you want to slow down. / Don't ____ the school rules. 

A plant gets water with its ____ . / Follow this ____ to get to the city center 

Corn is a kind of ____  / There was a ____ killer in the village last summer. 

I think I've got the ____ / When I fired my rifle , all the birds ____ away. 

Can you ____ the birds singing outside? / Can you come ____ ,please? 

I ____ that you bought a car. / I think I'll buy a ____ house with a garden. 

She couldn't ride a bicycle in the ____ . / Rachel ____ all her final exams. 

Will you ____ for me a few minutes,please? / Joseph has to lose some ____  

Go ____ ahead and turn left. / Galipoli ____ is in Çanakkale,Turkey. 

We walked by the ____ of the Dead Sea. / Are you ____ that you won't go? 

Asian elephants ____ about 3 tonnes. / Is this the ____ to the harbour? 

There was a large ____ on the street. / ____ class will come to the picnic. 

____ glasses are these on the table? / ____ the founder of this company. 

There were just ____ students in the classroom. / We ____ pizza and fries. 

Can you ____ the man behind that tree? / Can you swim in a wavy ____ ? 

Ten per ____ of the students got a good mark. / I ____ two letters today. 

____ dog is a big St.Bernard. / An ____ is 60 minutes and 3600 seconds. 

Do you ____ a good restaurant around here? / There is ____ milk left here. 

I have got a runny ____ these days. / Who ____ how to play backgammon? 

Peter kick the ball with his ____ foot. / I'll ____ some poscards to my mom. 

If you add two and two,the ____ is four. / Would you like ____ more tea? 

The ____ of Zeus is Hercules. / The ____ rises in east and sets in the west. 

You should add some more ____ to the dough. / A ____ smells wonderful. 

I slept early last ____ . / A ____ should be brave enough to kill a dragon. 
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BREAK-BRAKE 

ROUTE-ROOT 
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HEAR-HERE 

KNEW-NEW 

weıght-waıt 

 STRAIGHT-STRAIT 

SURE-SHORE 

WEIGH-WAY 

WHOLE-HOLE 

who's-whose 

ate-eıght 

see-sea 

cent-sent 

hour-our 

know-no 
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right-wrıte 

some-sum 
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knıght-nıght 

 

Read the sentences below and fill in the 

blanks using the correct words on the left 

If you are bored , watch a film. / The teacher wrote something on the board 

. 

You should brake if you want to slow down. / Don't break the school rules. 

A plant gets water with its root . / Follow this route to get to the city center 

Corn is a kind of cereal  / There was a serial killer in the village last 

summer. 

I think I've got the flu / When I fired my rifle , all the birds flew away. 

Can you hear the birds singing outside? / Can you come here ,please? 

I knew that you bought a car. / I think I'll buy a new house with a garden. 

She couldn't ride a bicycle in the past . / Rachel passed all her final exams. 

Will you wait for me a few minutes,please? /Joseph has to lose some weight  

Go straight ahead and turn left. / Galipoli Strait is in Çanakkale,Turkey. 

We walked by the shore of the Dead Sea. / Are you sure that you won't go? 

Asian elephants weigh about 3 tonnes. / Is this the way to the harbour? 

There was a large hole on the street. / Whole class will come to the picnic. 

Whose glasses are these on the table? /Who's the founder of this company? 

There were just eight students in the classroom. / We ate pizza and fries. 

Can you see the man behind that tree? / Can you swim in a wavy sea ? 

Ten per cent of the students got a good mark. / I sent two letters today. 

Our dog is a big St.Bernard. / An hour is 60 minutes and 3600 seconds. 

Do you know a good restaurant around here? / There is no milk left here. 

I have got a runny nose these days. /Who knows how to play backgammon? 

Peter kicks the ball with his right foot./I'll write some poscards to my mom. 

If you add two and two,the sum is four. / Would you like some more tea? 

The son of Zeus is Hercules. / The sun rises in east and sets in the west. 

You should add some more flour to the dough./The flower smells wonderful. 

I slept early last night . / A knight should be brave enough to kill a dragon. 
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